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us to regard our past religion and history and literature
with legitimate and manly admiration. For our first and
greatest indebtedness for the progress of this half-century
is to those who have brought us to have faith in our-
selves."
The second object which inspired many of his works
was to place a true picture of India before the Western
world, specially before the ruling nation. He had faith
in democracy and he believed that British democracy
could not be unfair to India if the correct picture of India
was placed before the British people. This explains why,
inspite of his love for his own language, he composed most
of his works in English. He realised that no Indian, how-
ever gifted, could win for himself a permanent place in
English literature. It was not such a position that he
sought, but he wished through his works to wipe out the
distorted picture which die-hard imperialists often painted
to justify not only British rule as such, but the various
reactionary and anti-national policies which the rulers
often pursued.
The third and last object of his scholastic endeavours
was to supplement his efforts in other fields, official and
later political, and establish the theoretical background
for certain policies, political and economic, which he
wanted the Government of the day to adopt.
In considering the last two objectives, however, it
should be remembered that the last quarter of the nine-
teenth and the first decade of the twentieth century when
Romesh Dutt lived and worked was not the period in
Indian history when the British connection as such was
questioned. The great uprising of 1857 had been, quelled
by the rulers, and the British rule came thereafter to be
accepted as inevitable, if not for the good of the country.
It was not in fact till the partition of Bengal created an

